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Got invasive plants? You must WHIPPET!*
*With apologies to the ‘80’s group Devo and English teachers.

To prioritize which invasive plant populations to control, land
managers have to consider the species biology, species
impacts, size of populations, difficulty of control, and location
of population in relation to propagule sources and vectors of
dispersal. WHIPPET (Weed Heuristics: Invasive Population
Prioritization for Eradication Tool) was developed by UC Davis
and California Department of Food and Agriculture as an
algorithm that combines factors on based on species and
population locations to create a ranked list of the most
effective populations to remove first, focusing on those that are
highest-priority for eradication. Cal-IPC has developed an
online version of WHIPPET that makes this tool more
accessible and easier to use at a range of geographic scales.

Choose Your Data and Species
WHIPPET derives plant population data from Calflora
(www.calflora.org), which contains >200,000 locations for
invasive plants. You will need a Calflora account to log in to
WHIPPET. WHIPPET will use existing Calflora data plus your
own uploaded points, making it easy to use even if you do
not have extensive mapping data. If you prefer not to make
your dataset visible on Calflora, you can enter it as
unpublished and select that option in WHIPPET. Note that
this will bring in unpublished data only from the account
connected to the Calflora log-in used for WHIPPET.

View Results
1. Spreadsheet listing all scores and geographic coordinates of populations.

WHIPPET contains data for the 210 species on the Cal-IPC
Inventory. Decide ahead of time which species you would like
to analyze; up to 30 species can be chosen for one
WHIPPET run.
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Benefits of online WHIPPET
Analyzes up to 30 species and 1000 populations.
Considers properties of the species as well as the population locations.
No GIS required but results can be imported into GIS.

2. Map of populations, colored to indicate rankings.

Choose Your Region
Choose an area to analyze by
drawing a shape on the
screen, selecting a county, or
uploading your own shapefile.

Species information included – no need to research
Default values provided but also allows for adjustments
Results provided in a spreadsheet and map.
Spreadsheet shows all scores and allows for further analysis or creation of maps.

Coming soon! WHIPPET will be released this fall.

Adjust Population Information
WHIPPET contains a database of species information and relative control effectiveness and cost.
Geospatial layers for roads, rivers, mines, and site value are already loaded. These values mean that you
can run WHIPPET with no more information than the area and species you wish to analyze. However, each
population parameter allows adjustment based on your knowledge of local sites. WHIPPET walks you
through these options.

Plan Your Fieldwork
We recommend several steps to take after WHIPPET:

You may want to run WHIPPET several times to see the effects of changing population scores such as
accessibility or site value.

• Adjust rankings based on your priorities
•Conduct an economic analysis using WeedSearch (online tool
from Australia) to determine how many populations you can
afford to treat.

Site Value: Based on the California Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Areas of Conservation Emphasis.
Upload your own layer if you have particular sites that need to be protected.

•Consider attacking lower-ranked populations that are on your
way to higher-ranked ones.

Roads: Based on a default roads layer. A customized layer can be uploaded. The default layer does not
contain trails or some service roads such as those in National Forests.

•Create maps for field crews using ArcGIS or free GIS options
such as ArcGIS Explorer or QGIS.

Accessibility: User-entered. All populations receives a default medium score if not adjusted.
Population Size: Based on Calflora information (and often missing) but can be adjusted if you have
information on particular populations.
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Herbicides: Choose whether herbicides are an option for your control program. The answer affects the
scores for Control Effectiveness and Control Cost

Next Steps
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Cal-IPC will use WHIPPET in several upcoming projects, including our regional planning to identify top
species for eradication, evaluating projects for the Wildlife Conservation Board, etc. The US Fish and
Wildlife Service will use WHIPPET to prioritize invasive plant management on refuges in California.
Gina Darin, who developed the original WHIPPET as par t of her Master’s thesis, continues to improve
desktop WHIPPET. The desktop version is appropriate for those who want to use more custom
analysis than is on online WHIPPET. Contact Gina at gsdarin@water.ca.gov if you would like to analyze
your populations with desktop WHIPPET.
If we are able to acquire additional funding in the future, we may be able to add more features, such as
additional plant species and links to control information.

